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A: (If it's the first one in the list...)
Like the name says, it's a

placeholder for the actual content.
The value is a number, that is

automatically filled with the next
instance of the span. The easiest
way to get rid of that is to add a

class to the outermost span. You can
use css to target the class. test And

add CSS to remove it .apollo
{display:none} Q: What in this code
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make it so that the insert of the
element list is not checked? I really

don't understand what I'm doing
wrong. For example, I have a set of
deck of cards, and I want to find the
first card in the deck. The structure
of my deck is : typedef struct deck {
CARD* first; CARD* second; CARD*
third; } DECK; and typedef struct {

int first; int second; int third; }
CARD; typedef struct deck { CARD*
first; CARD* second; CARD* third; }
DECK; and typedef struct { int first;
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int second; int third; } CARD; Then :
DECK mdeck(15,25,40); mdeck.first

= NULL; mdeck.second = NULL;
mdeck.third = NULL; So I want to
find the first element of the deck.
First I make a new structure, the

size of my deck CARD*
Element(DECK* d) { CARD* c =
(CARD*)malloc(sizeof(CARD));

c->first = d->first; c->second =
d->second; c->third = d->third;
return c; } then I want to do the
insertion function to find the first
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element, but I can't understand why
the function that is supposed to

check the last element does not do
that. CARD* Insert 6d1f23a050
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